Yamaha rx 100

It was power packed, small, easy to flick around and was a trouble-free machine. Launched in
the year , the Yamaha RX has done what the Bajaj Pulsars have done in the modern era, and
more recently the KTM Duke and RC range â€” attracting biker enthusiasts who look for
performance at an affordable price. Now there has been a rumor going around, that the famous
Yamaha RX will be relaunched. Will it come in again and make the difference? What will this
bike be like? We try to find out. It was rumored to be launching by the end of this year, however,
this is not true. Yamaha has recently announced about taking the performance route and will
not be focusing on the mass market segments where it has not been able to make a dent. The
bike could be a secret launch at the Auto Expo. Yamaha RX Relaunch Price If we do see the RX
come with a cc engine tuned for performance it will carry a price tag that will make it more
expensive than the cccc bikes of the commuter segment. The bike will be priced close to the
KTM Duke This bike has always been about performance and excitement. We expect this bike if
it comes back to be close to Rs 1. There have been reports that a scrapped Yamaha RX still
costs more than Rs 1 lakh to completely be restored to its former glory. A brand new bike with
modern materials, features, safety and specifications and stuff will be even more expensive. The
engine was fitted with reed valves that reduce wastage of gases and help in better combustion.
Yamaha was known to be the best in two-stroke performance machines, in the world. The
Yamaha RX was a glimpse of what bigger two-strokes machines from Yamaha were capable of
doing. Being a small cc engine, the kind of performance it delivered, had everybody wonder. It
had the potential to beat many bigger bikes. But this is not true. Yamaha already has the Saluto
in the cc space, which is an economy-conscious segment now. Enthusiasts are generally found
in the cc segment and above, hence Yamaha is catering to them with the R15 and the FZ Also,
two-stroke engines are banned and the bike will lose some of its charm with a four-stroke
engine. The rumors of the Yamaha RX relaunch, surfaced around two years back, when some
pictures of a customized RX , in an auto show at Malaysia. The pictures were circulated and it
was believed that the bike will relaunch with a 4-stroke engine. So, the fact of the Yamaha RX
relaunch is not true. Motorcycles have evolved a lot and the RX belongs to an era that does not
exist. This launch had become imperative due to stricter emission control norms that had come
in. The RXG was aimed at higher fuel efficiency. There was also a 5-speed gearbox offer in these
bikes later. However, this had its own set of issues and it failed due to poor fuel efficiency. The
last of the RXs was sold with a 4-speed gearbox. The successors of the Yamaha RX could never
repeat the success of the original bike. After ruling the motorcycle market for over a decade, the
Yamaha RX RX was laid to rest in The RX badge should come back? We think the Yamaha RX
relaunch should have an original bike, body and engine make a comeback with modern touches
like disc brakes and ABS. But the problem with this whole idea would be that two-stroke
engines are banned? This be an exciting bike which will bring back the thrill of a small capacity
motor. All the fields are required. RX has its own following similar to Java. I want this bike at
any cost, it is dream bike in our life. So please lunch this bike very soon.. Please lunch rx I am
waiting. Please maintane engine sound. Tell me relaunch date in india. Home News Yamaha RX
on the cards for manufactures performance portfolio? Cancel reply Your email address will not
be published. Ajay Kumar. Rohit Yadav. Gaurav Jha. MD Nayan. Mahesh jaiph. K pavan kumar.
Hi sir I have purchase this bike which cost and when relaunch? Pls inform me sirâ€¦. Manu m.
Rangadhara Routray. Aahil Sonu. Vipin sharma. Gowtham Ravi. Shaik Shamshuddin. The
Yamaha RX was undoubtedly one of the most iconic motorcycles to be launched in the country.
This bike was responsible for single-handedly changing the way India travelled, while setting a
benchmark for two-stroke bikes with its class-leading performance figures. Since its launch in ,
it more or less ruled the two-wheeler market up until , the year Yamaha discontinued it. The
Japanese manufacturer was forced to pull the plug on the icon thanks to stringent emission
norms enforced by the government, which spelled doom for all two-stroke vehicles on Indian
roads. In fact, many enthusiasts are still willing to pay a bomb for a well-maintained example.
The RX was powered by an air-cooled, 98cc, single-cylinder motor that produced 11PS rpm. The
company also claimed a kmph time of 7. Its impeccable reliability and the affordability factor
made the Yamaha RX a no brainer for enthusiasts back then. Now, rumours of Yamaha reviving
the iconic name, albeit with a four-stroke engine, has given hope to many enthusiasts across
the country. However, there is no official confirmation from Yamaha so far. So, until we get
some concrete details, all we can do right now is to wait and hope for the RX to make a
comeback and once again redefine the commuter segment in India. I like the sound , beat, and
structure of rx I bought rx during by second hand with model. Single hand use is give best
performance. If we give rx to new bike riders for one week means definitely within a week they
will create problem with gear box, Ultimately mileage will also reduce. Use bharat petroleum speed petrol for engine smoothness, If you put indian oil or hp or etc. You can feel the
difference in engine staring trouble and sound. I love rx but I'm not getting it I want it tell 10, I

am the 5th owner of this bike. When I bought it, it was in poor overall shape. However by sheer
dedicated effort, I contacted an expert in RX matters and slowly but surely managed to revive
my bike to the original standards of performance. Then I met a mechanic who took on the job of
painting my bike and then it was almost looking like a new bike. I would get frequent enquiries
from many youngsters, asking if I was willing to sell my bike to them. Little did they know the
blood, sweat and tears which had gone into restoring this bike. Now I hear that the central
government wants to do away with all two stroke vehicles, no matter what their lineage. This is
an injustice to the future generation, who will otherwise only see them in photos. Thank you!
Your question has been submitted and is under moderartion. You will receive all
communications on :. Yamaha RX 4. Read More. Is Yamaha RX available? Yamaha RX is not
available for sale in the market. When new RX bike is going to be launched? Not possible to
launch bcoz Rx is a Two stroke Engine it produce more smoke so Government not allow due to
air pollution already banned all two stroke bikes. But Definitely I expect, one day again Rx will
born to Rule the Road in new form 2 stroke bikes are no longer been manufactured and has
been banned by government to adhere the safety and pollution norms. No updates from yamaha
showrooms and they aree not gonna launch rx series again View All Answers. Rx bikes
available in kurnool Where can I get that bike..?? Please Relaunched this Bike. Ahmed hader
View All Answers. Is rx going to be manufactured again in India? If, So when We can expect to
be in showrooms? I have a model RX of my own. Excellent bike, raw power and fun to drive.
However this is a two stroke engine. World is worried about smoke emissions and hence
government legislation has ensured that nobody can manufacture two stroke engines anymore.
Your only option is to buy a pre bike and restore it. It might cost you almost like a new bike and
take up to 6 months or more. Yamaha knows the public loves the RX monicker but is helpless.
However you shall be pleased to know that sometime ago they made a small and compact
motorcycle just about the size of the original and they put in a four-stroke cc motor and named
it RX- Saluto cc. This bike is perfectly street legal to sell and any Yamaha dealer can procure
this for you. They actually have a new model called RX Saluto. Dimensions are small like the
original. However it features a four stroke cc engine instead of the torque induced two stroke
engine of the original. If you still want the original, you will have to buy an old model and get it
refurbished to original specs. If you get a got mechanic it is very much doable. No short cuts
here. You need to invest your time plus your money if you need a good functional RX
Government has no brains bro. The white smoke and black smoke which comes from the 4
strokes when the engine is not good in condition causes more pollution. View All Answers. RX
User Reviews. Add a Review. Latest Most Relevant. Yamaha Bikes. Choose your city. Popular
Cities. Following the poor sales [2] of the Rajdoot , Yamaha needed to make a new product, and
the recent success of Suzuki's AX demonstrated the potential of small-capacity motorbikes in
India. In November , Yamaha released the RX to widespread acclaim. The appeal came largely
from the high output of its cc 6. With its lightweight body and high power output, the resulting
power to weight ratio of the bike made it the best cc bike ever built for mass production, and as
a result there is still a high demand for it many years after it ceased production. The RX was
quickly adopted by racers who recognized its potential for drag racing. Various modifications
such as expansion chambers , head porting , engine tuning, sprocket changes and wheel size
changes became fairly common. A large number of customization options include larger
carburetors, air filters, quicker throttle, disc brakes, an additional 5th gear, race pistons, racing
CDI systems, upgraded tires and suspension damping. Tuned RX 's have completed a standing
start quarter-mile in about 14 seconds â€” a respectable figure, considering the much larger
BMW-SRR 4-Cylinder 1, cc 61 cu in bike can cover one-quarter mile 0. The bikes were
knock-down kits , produced in Japan and assembled in India. An easy differentiation between
the Japanese and Indian market models was that the model produced in Japan had disc brakes,
while the Indian market version had drum brakes front and rear. The only major change that the
bike underwent was upgrading from a 6-volt electrical system to a volt system in order to
support a CDI capacitor discharge ignition system for improved ignition and timing. The RX
production lasted from November to March The tightening of emissions laws and regulations in
India demanded lower emissions from these motorcycles, and as a result the RX was replaced
by the RX G. The RX model was replaced by the It had the same lightened flywheel from the RX
which caused unpleasantly abrupt acceleration. Yamaha replaced it with a heavier flywheel the
following year. Then came the RX-Z in , with a new chassis and shorter wheelbase, with the
same primary reduction ratio as the RX but with a taller final reduction. The RX saw a moderate
success due to its refined power output and better fuel economy. It's had a higher compression
ratio and different port dimensions. It fared poorly in the India market due to its lower fuel
economy, lack of marketing and quieter exhaust note which is departure from original rx series.
It was discontinued after two years. The RX 5 speed was later recognized as the quickest

RX-series bike and has a continued cult status due to its rarity. A 5-speed variant of the RX-Z
with front disc brakes also had a limited release in The final variant was a 4-speed RX with a
smaller catalytic converter silencer, classic rx like tank stripes and twin pod speedometer with
white dials which was sold very briefly from to The RX G had an economy-minded engine
configuration with the ports tuned to increase fuel-efficiency and decrease exhaust gas. This
model was the reply to the stricter emissions controls, which were to continue affecting
Yamaha's designs. The Japanese manufacturers responded in late with the Yamaha RX and the
RX-Z which had a tachometer and a sportier headlamp and body. Both were mechanically the
same and the RX received a lukewarm response. The final variant was a four-speed RX with a
small type catalytic converter, sporting a fuel gauge and a speedometer with white dials which
was sold very briefly in â€” From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Yamaha RX
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yamaha rx yamaha rx yamaha rx motorcycle parts yamaha rx yamaha rx carburador yamaha rx
piston yamaha rx-e yamaha rx parts yamaha rx headlight. Include description. Ducati 8 Items 8.
Honda 18 Items Kawasaki 17 Items KTM 8 Items 8. Possbay 62 Items Unbranded 5, Items 5,
Yamaha Items No Warranty Items Unspecified Length Items Lifetime 13 Items New 13, Items 13,
Used 60 Items Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings 13, Accepts Offers
4, Auction Buy It Now 13, Item Location. US Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free
International Shipping. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller.
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Free International Shipping. Gallery View Customize. Find the right parts for your Yamaha RX
Enter Year Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Buy It Now. Free returns. Last
one. Leave feedback about your eBay search experience - opens in new window or tab. This
page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See
each listing for international shipping options and costs. Actually Yamaha RX is a bike of
perfection. Nobody can imagine a bike like that in Yamaha released the bike in and continued till
Source. Riding a bike with made in Japan seal is really a presentation of eliteness. Upgraded
electrical system was the main attraction of this bike. Yamaha continued the production till with
various modifications. Escorts limited one of a partner of Yamaha group played the key role
behind the production of this bike. In India the bike got huge popularity among the students but
in Bangladesh people of all class accepted it as their own bike. As a result the bike got huge
popularity in Bangladesh. The bike is a great combination of swift, safety and comfort. The
combination is hardly seen in the other bike of the bike market. When you feel comfort in your
bike only then you can enjoy the ride. Without enough safety arrangement a bike never attract
you. The bike was available in four colors red, black, blue and silver. So you have four options
to select your bike. The more option the more sale and the more perfection. Red and silver color
bikes are mostly seen in our country. Actually red has a special appeal to us because of our
national flag. A ring shaped headlight increased the beauty of the bike. Double cradle frame is
used in this bike. Total design of Yamaha RX was enough to dominate the market and she did it
successfully. The machine is powered by a two stroke, single cylinder, air cooled 98cc engine.
By this engine it can produce a power of Digital ignition and 4-speed transmission system made
the bike different from the other cc bike. But the engine noise is really too high. Actually it is a
machine with great handling. Wet plate clutch is used in this bike. According to the engine
power we can easily declare it as one of a most bike in cc series. But to have a proper idea you
must need to ride on this bike. It is actually a reliable bike for a family person. But motorcycle
tyres may be the only demerit of this bike. Actually the question is about durability. But proper
maintenance and regular checkup can help you to get rid of this problem. Drum brake system is
used in both side of the bike. The fuel tank can store Its extraordinary for a cc bike because the
time was If you follow some tricks you can make your bike more fuel efficient. By doing some
simple things you can play a great role to save the environment. It can be a good choice for the
Bangladeshi nostalgic bike lovers specially the people who live in rural areas. They can use it
various purpose. Even in , the bike looks beautiful in the road. Although the bike is very much
suitable for Bangladeshi road and local weather. Specially the tremendous electric system is a

big positive side for this bike. But the headlight is not best for the night and the tail light might
be improved. A well shaped handle bar which is very important for a comfortable and safe ride
and a fuel tank with Yamaha logo turned it one of a most beautiful bike of Yamaha. The analog
speedometer with digital odometer increased the beauty but someone must be impressed by
the overall design of this bike. Tags: yamaha rx yamaha rx yamaha rx 0km yamaha rx 0km
precio yamaha rx yamaha rx cc yamaha rx and specifications yamaha rx modified yamaha rx
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